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Finally beat this after some rush and frustation at the end part of the game
Looks like like I have love-hate relationship with this game

I hate how lack of development ant empowerement the battle and level system in this game
I hate the way main character develop, feel a bit unnatural to me
I hate how frustating the battle at some point
I hate the small quantity of map, especially dungeon in this game
I haate that there's a blacksmith, but cannot upgrade equipment there :p
I haaate how i was forced to almost always save the game, in case NORMAL monster beat me
I haate that I can't find how to open most of the chest, and forced to break all doors :(

But there's plenty elements that makes me keep playing
I love how unusual and the uncertainty of the battle system. Really make me think for a sec what should I do
I love the set and the plot of the game. The story flows just nice with episodic sytem
i loove the dialog in this game. It keeps me want to advance the story and finish the game
I loove the art that appear every end of a chapter. Sometimes it gave warm feeling in my kokoro
I loove how developers put the secret in this game. Feels so clasic
I looove how detail the sprite and eventing. Make always keep my my eyes at characters movement and eyes
I looove how polished some part of this game. That final boss entrance cinematic, give me chill and nostalgic feeling
I looooooooove the soundtrack of this game. Really brilliant and engaging

Not playing many games from RPGMaker engine, especially the old one. But I can say Sacred Tears True is one of the best
game developed here, especially if you love many elements from old JRPG. Every fans of JRPG should give this one a try ;).
The best thing about this game is the promo trailer, fun and unusual. It is also incredibly misleading. The game is not unsafe, it
is not a horror game, there is nothing unique.The gameplay is dull and the graphics are cheap.. interesting game/race modes
+ great looking tracks
+ good steering aside from
- bad cornering mechanics
- no slide mechanics which takes a lot of the fun and speed out of the game
- not enough tracks to make them entertaining (only 15 + mirrored version)
- demotivating and unfair power up system
- long loading times (on SSD, probably due to some online features)
- unskippable multiplayer setup cutscenes
- no custom set up (no damage, no powerups etc.) available in multiplayer (only single track possible and that's frustrating due to
loading times)
- races can only be unlocked in carreer (single player) but are required to be unlocked if to be hosted in a multiplayer session
- useless DLC (aside from the four tracks)

To make it short, the races don't feel like a fun kart racer. Due to very frustrating power up and repair mechanics it is often luck
and not skill. Boosting is only possible with power ups, boost jumps or specific boost sections in corners (not every corner
though). You'll find yourself being frustrated instead of having fun a lot of times.
It's a last resort buy for me - I recommend getting "Sonic All Stars Racing Transformed" instead. Alternatively you could just
wait for a better game to be released on the PC - or just play the original: Mario Kart is still the way to go in this genre.. Nice
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good looking cars. Great game that accuately embodies the board game of the same name. The AI needs improvement so I am
looking forward to the upgrade, but otherwise very enjoyable. Hope to see the other games in the series on Steam soon!. The
Price of Survival was in my opinion my least favorite DLC out of all of them not the best tomb in the game, outfit, and
weapons. Overall the sidequest and tomb were just pretty meh and I just did not like them very much it all.

+New tomb
+New side quest
+New weapon
+New outfit
+Don\u2019t have to get gold in score\/time attack

-Tomb was very short and not that interesting it was very basic
-Quest was also very boring and just did not get into it

Poo
$5 for 30 mins of gameplay
IMO worst DLC

. honestly when i saw this came out i was so hyped i bought it right away but when i saw to h-scences it went to check if there
was a patch for it. but i found out in my search that they even cut out the dirty jokes in this version and now i feel extremely
disapionted cause now i don't feel like i got what i paid for one of the best parts about grisaia was its dirty jokes. honestly i
could live without the h-scenes its still cut content but in the end they didn't add anything but by cencoring the diaolge like that
that are harming the core content it self. now i am going to have to re-go over the routes i finished when the 18+ version realeses
to get the full experience and i hate re-reading stuff i have already read. this whole thing has actualy♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥me off. i
love this series and the fact that i can never truly get the full experience anymore makes me angry. and i honestly feel cheated
out of my money because they altered the core content.

in short if you really like grisaia wait for the 18+ version regardless if you want h-scences for the full experience.. This is a great
escape room-ish adventure. Definite buy when released.

No jump scares in a horror game = instant buy.. Good formula for the mix clever game ideas. It's like a breath of fresh air for
VR-games.
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I never comment on games, but , I feel compelled to comment on this one--- If you enjoy ancient history or ancient religion, or
espionage based risk style gaming, you will love this game.

I am a huge fan of crusader kings 2 and all paradox games, I think this is a title that would fit well with that company. It is very
interesting and original, and really fun for people like me who enjoy these subjects.

I would like to personally thank the creator of this game for making something so particularly interesting to me!

. Very fun and entertaining platformer pixel game with simplistic controls. You only have the ability to change the direction of
gravity mostly but it results in very interesting puzzles from time to time. Took me about three hours to complete, which isn't
bad. It also seems to have components of Metroidvania surprisingly, and was generally amusing to play from start to finish.

4\/5. Here in the fifth volume of Hiveswap Friendsim, you choose between a strange unnamed goldblood who is actually an
oliveblood assassin named Polypa Goezee, and a indigoblood "civil rights acitivist" named Zebruh Codakk. In Polypa's route,
you come across a murder scene, and Polypa takes you on a "date" in order to lay low because the victim was a highblood, and
she was the killer. In Zebruh's route, Zebruh takes you along for a stroll to his hive during the night of "Flushed Affirmation
Day" (which seems to be their equivalant of Valentine's Day), subtly hitting on you throughout the story. Good lord.

It seriously feels like this was otherwise supposed to be a Valentine's Day special, as both routes have some kind of romantic
undertone. And it really could have been, if it were released back in February. But I digress.
Volume 6 is next!

Content Warning(s): Violence and Social Discrimination

Final Score: 8 \/ 10. Fun little puzzle game in the same vein as Hexcells, minimalist and completely logic-based. Each level
allows three mistakes before forcing you to start over, which can make it too easy since the puzzles tend to be fairly small.
This means you can kinda brute-force your way through if you don't have the patience to figure out the logic behind the
level. My biggest complaint is that I wish it had built to something more grand/difficult at the end, the final puzzle was
really anti-climatic.. I loved Granny on the phone, on the PC, not so much.
Perhaps a graphical overhaul would make it worth it's price tag.

More or less it is the same as the mobile version, with slightly improved FPS.

You want my opinion, Buy the mobile version.. This is my first review on Steam, so forgive me if I have terrible formatting
for this review.

Overall, the game is fairly good. It still feels relatively incomplete, but I assume the dev(s) for this game will continue to add
content to make the game better. There are multiple puzzles in this game.. Some have some thought whereas if you think too
much, you won't figure it out. The controls are easy, as well as the combat. It's a simple turn-based system. The story is fairly
simple, but there's not much dialogue within the game. However, I enjoyed the ending, because I try not to guess how things
will flow so I can be pleasantly surprised or disappointed. I was pleasantly surprised with this one. I feel like it's pretty easy to
level in this game, but at certain points it feels like you hit a wall, and then later you continue to level pretty easy, then hit a
wall, etc, etc. I would continue writing about the good things, but I will move on to some of the cons.

As a knight, which is the class I played, you don't come stock with spells. Obviously, this is okay. However, to learn spells in
this game a monster has to teach you the skill or spell. When I beat the game I had 3 spells.. It almost seems to heavy on the
RNG side to possibly obtain a skill or spell from a monster. There is a crafting system in this game which is cool, but it feels
a little wonky. There's a crafting guide on the forums for this guide, but unless you felt like grinding out multiple mats,
you'd be wasting a lot of resources trying to figure it out yourself, especially if you made an item that wasn't really suited
for your class or what you want in general. You also can't sell gear to get back a little money, which is also fairly rare in this
game.

I'm not going to go into crazy detail about everything, but as of right now those are my general thoughts on the game.
Overall, I think it's a pretty good buy if you like the retro type rpg games. The dev is pretty active on fixing bugs and glitches
in the game, and if things need nerfed or buffed then that is fixed as well. If the dev stays active and adds new content to the
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game (hopefully) then I feel like the game's potential will eventually be unlocked.

So, as of right now I'll give the game a 7.5\/10.. more video pls

add scream, happy , jw and other pro player
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